


CHOCOHOLICS’

Heaven



TO A PARADISE FOR TRUE CHOCOHOLICS! 
Forget about weight loss, you will very much enjoy sinning.  
You are about to enjoy an experience you will remember for  
the rest of your life.
Chocolate Village by the river is a luxurious glamping resort 
located in the picturesque environment of a natural park by  
a river, where everything revolves around chocolate: chocolate 
breakfasts, chocolate workshops, chocolate cosmetics  
and chocolate massages – and this is only the start of  
the chocolate surprises.

Welcome





Do you like to hide in the treetops, or do you prefer rolling hills by the river?
Do you prefer Forastero, Criollo or Trinitario?

Did you know that there are only three types of cocoa?

Meet the lodges

FORASTERO is the most  
popular type of cocoa.
Forastero lodges are spacious, have  
2+2 beds over two floors with large 
panoramic windows. They are 
equipped with a kitchen, living  
room, bathroom, terrace, heating 
and cooling.

CRIOLLO is the rarest and most  
sensitive as well as the most 
prestigious type of cocoa.
Criollo lodges are located in the 
treetops, and have unique beds and 
spectacular panoramic views. They 
are equipped with a kitchenette,  
a living/sleeping area, a bathroom, 
heating and cooling, and  
a gorgeous terrace. 

TRINITARIO is a hybrid type of cocoa 
with the best of both worlds.
Trinitario lodges are placed directly 
by the pool and have the most 
spectacular view of the river. Like 
Forastero lodges, Trinitario lodges 
are spacious, have 2+2 beds over 
two floors with large panoramic 
windows. They are equipped with 
a kitchen, living room, bathroom, 
terrace, and heating and cooling. 
They also include a private hot tub 
and a fireplace.



4 lodges
among 
rolling hills  
by the river

2+2 beds kitchen

living  
area bathroom terrace heating  

and cooling

LODGES AMONG ROLLING HILLS BY THE RIVER

Forastero





4 lodges on trees 2 beds kitchenette

living/
sleeping 
area

bathroom terrace heating  
and cooling

PANORAMIC TREE LODGE

Criollo





3 lodges
on the  
ground by  
a swimming 
pool

2+2 beds kitchen

jacuzzi fireplace living  
area bathroom

terrace heating  
and cooling

LODGE WITH A HOT TUB AND A FIREPLACE

Trinitario





The resort is located in the beautiful 
surroundings of the Natura 2000 nature 
park right by the river. The village is also 
located on the famous international Drava 
cycling route.
It is 5 km from the Pohorje Cable Car, 
the largest Slovenian ski resort, the summer 
bike park and hiking grounds. It is 5 km from 
Maribor city centre.
It is 5 km from the largest shopping centre 
in this part of Slovenia.
Have we already mentioned that it is 
located only 5 steps away from a chocolate 
manufactory?

Maribor Island

chocolate manufactory

cycling 
route

EUROPARK - 5 km

MARIBOR - 5 km

POHORJE - 5 km

CHOCOLATE 
VILLAGE 

Drava

Dream location



DRAVA RIVER CYCLING PATH
We are situated only 5 metres from the 
Drava river bike path, which is one of the 
longest and most beautiful cycle routes in 
this part of Europe.

MARIBOR POHORJE 
Pohorje, the green hill of Maribor 
offers something for each taste. 
During the spring, summer and 
autumn, it is a very popular 
hiking and cycling destination. It 
is enriched by many interesting 
destination spots, wonderful natural 
lakes, Pohorje jungle, and the rest of 
the untouched natural heritage.
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EXPERIENCES IN THE VILLAGE
• workshops and tastings in the Teta Frida chocolate manufactory
• chocolate and wine food pairing
• sauna with chocolate bath on a tree
• chocolate massages (please try to abstain from eating yourself during this)
• gourmet shelter
• private Chef for the guests of Trinitario and Forastero.
• natural swimming pool (no, unfortunately it is not filled with chocolate)
• decadent enjoyment at the Teta Frida chocolate cafe with 100% natural desserts and ice cream



WHAT TO DO IN THE SURROUNDING AREA 
• Baking potica on the tourist farm “Pri Kovačniku”
• natural cosmetics workshop
• The sightseeing of the oldest oil-extraction plant in 

Slovenia and Eco Idile on Pohorje with lunch
• A wood designing workshop and a sightseeing of  

Lobik brewery 
• A wine tour with a sommelier, certified with  

5* boutique experience
• A visit to Meranovo – the highest located vineyard in 

this extent in Slovenia
• A visit to the sunny estate and an experience of bee flight
• Pottery workshop in Loncarski center Maribor
• A romantic ride by a carriage around Krajinski park

• Drava cycling route
• sports on the river (canoeing, stand-up paddle 

boarding, sailing)
• gorgeous running and walking trails along the river
• large playground for children
• Discover the mysterious tunnels of the Zone Tezno
• shopping (we know that’s not the reason you chose 

this location, but just in case – a large shopping centre 
is not far away)



ECO-VILLAGE IN THE NATURAL
PARK BY THE RIVER



GOURMET SHELTER
Are you like a mouse who loves to 
nibble on something here and there 
and also drink something good? 
The Gourmet Shelter in the middle 
of the village is just the thing for 
you. It is open all day and offers 
free homemade wine, and a wide 
selection of bottled wines and local 
delicacies.

TREETOP WELLNESS
Drown your worries in a chocolate 
bath on the terrace of our tree 
wellness lodge, equipped with  
a Finnish sauna, a tea area and  
a large panoramic window.



THE OUTER FIREBOX
It is a special place, where we  
gather in the evenings, light the 
fire and enjoy having the beautiful 
scenery of the river Drava. You can 
enjoy and relax at the roaring fire, 
meanwhile, we will arrange for  
a further surprise. 

TETA FRIDA CHOCOLATE FACTORY
Get up close with the legendary Teta Frida.  
Transform into a chocolate maestro for a day  
or sample Frida products at chocolate tastings.
Learn more about the story and the production  
of Teta Frida at www.tetafrida.eu



FOUR SEASONS  
BY THE RIVER 

The spring and summer are wonderful, 
but chocolate tastes even better 

on fairy-tale winter evenings while 
listening to the crackling of the fire or 
the autumn dance of the rain drops.
Fall in love with your partner all over 

again with chocolate. There is nothing 
better than a friend, unless it is  

a friend with chocolate.
The Chocolate Village is open  

year-round. 



CHOCOLATE VILLAGE 
Limbuško nabrežje 6, 2341 Limbuš, Slovenia 

www.chocolatevillage.eu | www.tetafrida.eu 


